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DATE
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Call for Scholarship Applications in Competition Law and
Policy, and Related Fields for Academic Year 2022 Intake
DEC 1 7 2021

Please be informed that the Philippine Competition Commission (PCC) is now
accepting nominees for Scholarship Grant for Academic Year (AY) 2022 Intake of
the Government Staff Development Program for Competition Law and Policy
(GSDPC), a scholarship program' under the Capacity Building to Foster
Competition Project (Project). The Project aims to provide highly qualified officers
and staff of the Department with advanced studies and training in competition law and
policy (CLP), as well as related fields in law, economics, public policy, and business
economics.
For the AY 2022 intake, the Department may nominate (i) three (3) applicants
for Master's degree,2 (ii) one (1) applicant for a Doctorate degree,3 and (iii) one (1)
alternate nominee for Master's degree. All applicants shall be initially screened by the
Office for Competition and shall further undergo the competitive screening process of
the PCC, if nominated.
The following are the guidelines and requirements for applications to the AY
2022 GSDPC Projects:
I.

Eligibility

Nominees/applicants must satisfy the following eligibility requirements to
qualify for the GSDPC Project:
Strong interest in CLP or hold a CLP — related function in the agency;
At least one-year tenure as permanent employee of the agency;
Hold a bachelor's degree (for master's degree applicants) or a master's
degree (for doctorate degree applicants);
In good health and of good moral character; and
Scholarship benefits include: application fees of degree programs, fees for language and aptitude
exams, full tuition, establishment allowance, language training, monthly living stipend, visa application
fee, residence permit, capstone project or research support, roundtrip airfare, medical fees, and
insurance.
2 Priority Master Degree Programs: Master of Laws specializing in Law and Economics, Competition
Law, International Commercial and Competition Law, Economics, Public Policy, and Business
Economics.
3 Priority Doctorate Degree Program: Doctorate in Economics.

5. Able to fulfill the terms and conditions of the scholarship, including return
service obligation to be stipulated in the Scholarship Contract.

General Application Requirements
1. Duly accomplished application form (See Annex A: GSDPC Scholarship
Application Form for Masters and Doctorate Programs), with the following:
Personal information;
Employment information;
Program and duration; and
List of three (3) preferred academic programs and universities with
a description of the specialization/track of study or courses to be
undertaken for each program, from the list of priority fields provided
in Annex B4 hereof.
2. Personal statement of not more than one thousand five hundred (1,500)
words explaining the applicant's long-term goals, choice of programs and
universities, how the chosen program/s will benefit the agency, and how
his/her Re-entry Action Plan (REAP) will contribute to the goals of the
Project and Chapter 16 of the Philippine Development Plan (PDP) 20172022;
3. Proposed REAP (See Annex C: Re-Entry Application Plan Template);
4. Updated Personal Data Sheet with Work Experience; and
5. A copy of the applicant's Individual Performance Commitment and Review
(IPCR) for the period immediately preceding the application.
Ill. Application and Selection Process
Interested and eligible applicants must submit the above-listed general
application requirements to the Office for Competition (OFC), this Department, no
later than 5:00 p.m., 17 January 2022, for evaluation.
Upon evaluation, the OFC shall submit to the Office of the Secretary, together
with all the documentary requirements, the applications of not more than five (5)
shortlisted candidates for each master's and doctorate programs in CLP.
The Secretary of Justice shall select from the shortlisted candidates and identify
the nominees for the master's and doctorate degree scholarships, with one alternate
for each.
The Secretary shall endorse the names of the nominees to the PCC with
confirmation of the nomination of the alternate from the AY 2021 selection process,
with their respective REAPs.

The applicant shall be responsible for ensuring that their applications are completed within the program
or the university's deadlines. Applicants will be required to provide a justification for programs which do
not figure in the recommend list. No change in the list of top three (3) preferred academic programs
may be made after submission of the application.
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IV.

Evaluation
Applications will be evaluated based on:
The applicants Personal Statement demonstrating interest in CLP and/or
related fields and the benefits that would accrue to the Department from
his/her study;
The applicant's competition-related capacity or function in the Department;
The relevance and potential impact of applicant's REAP;
Applicant's ability to implement the REAP;
The applicant's IPCR for the immediately preceding period; and
Interviews conducted, if any.

V. Award
Award and acceptance to the Programs of the GSDPC shall be determined by
the PCC, which will formalize the grant of scholarship award through a Scholarship
Award Letter.
Upon receipt of the Scholarship Award Letter, successful candidates may
proceed with their applications to universities and process other requirements.
In the event that an accepted scholar is unable to confirm placement in any of
his/her top three (3) preferred programs, the award will be deferred to the following
academic year should he/she still wish to be considered. The next ranked Reserve
applicant shall be qualified as accepted.
Grantees will be required to sign a Tripartite Scholarship Contract with the
Department and PCC. The GSDPC brief found in Annex D hereof contains the core
stipulations applicable to all grantees.
For information and guidance.

MENARDO I. GUEVARRA
Secretary
Departm n o Justice
CN: 0202 2 13
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Ends.: As stated.

Copy furnished:
All concerned.
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GOVERNMENT STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FOR
COMPETITION LAW AND POLICY
Call for Scholarship Grant Nominations —2022 Intake
for Master's and Doctorate Degree Programs
Background
The main objective of the Government Staff Development Program for Competition
Law and Policy (GSDPC) is to strengthen the institutional capacities of Philippine
government agencies with competition-related mandates by providing their highly
qualified officers and staff with opportunities to undertake advanced studies in
Competition Law and Policy (CLP) and related fields of study. Following the GSDPC
Guidelines approved by the Project Steering Committee (PSC), the agencies' internal
processes and procedures shall be followed in identifying and nominating personnel
who can bring high-impact interventions and foster learning on competition as a result
of the scholarship grant. The recruitment process starts with the annual Call for
GSDPC Scholarship Grant Nominations. Each agency can endorse nominees based
on the scholarship slots allotted to the agency.
Call for Scholarship Grant Nominations for Degree Programs Commencing in
AY 2022
The Call for GSDPC Scholarship Grant Nominations for Master's and Doctorate
degree programs is extended to beneficiary agencies, namely: PCC, National
Economic and Development Authority (NEDA), Office of the Solicitor General (OSG),
and Department of Justice (D0J). The deadline for submitting the endorsement of
nominees to the Project Management (PMU) is on 28 January 2022.
Based on experience from past academic years' intake (2020 and 2021), the agencies
take into consideration several factors including exigency of service, staff capacity in
relation to priority capacity needs, and limited mobility due to the ongoing pandemic
which militates for the consideration of remote or hybrid learning degree programs.
To maximize scholarship opportunities, agencies are encouraged to provide primary
and alternate nominees. Alternate nominees may be able to receive a scholarship
grant if the primary nominee withdraws or if the other agencies are not able to fully
utilize their respective allocations for this intake. Upon confirmation by the agency,
alternate nominees would be prioritized in the succeeding year's intake. The
endorsement should clearly identify the primary and alternate nominees.
Further, to foster responsiveness to digital transformation and future of work, it is
recommended for the agencies to encourage nominees to pursue specialized degree

programs or undertake capstone projects that relate to competition law and economics
with focus on data analytics, innovation, and technology.
Lastly, to ensure access to learning opportunities for personnel with carer
responsibilities and other factors that limit mobility, additional scholarship grant slots
would be offered to agencies with nominees who opt to pursue a degree program via
online or remote learning. Nominees for online degree programs shall undergo the
usual screening and endorsement process.
Process
The GSDPC Scholarship Grant nomination, screening, and final selection processes
undertaken in previous intakes shall still be followed, in line with the updated GSDPC
Guidelines. The nominees are to be selected through a competitive process that shall
be administered by the internal selection committee or personnel development body
of the respective agencies. The eligibility requirements and criteria provided in the
GSDPC Guidelines shall, however, be adhered to.
The agency shall endorse primary nominees based on its allocated slots for
Master's and Doctorate Degree programs) commencing in AY 2022, and shall
submit the same to the PMU on or before the deadline;
The agency is highly encouraged to endorse one (1) alternate nominee;
The endorsement should clearly specify the primary and alternate nominees;
Subject to confirmation by the agency, the alternate nominee shall be
considered if the primary nominee fails to qualify for admission after application
in three (3) academic programs or universities; and
The agency should nominate eligible candidates that will pursue advanced
studies based on the priority degree programs it has identified through the
survey on priority capacity building interventions under the GSDPC.

'Maximum of 3 years only since the Project will end on 31 December 2025.

ANNEX A
APPLICATION FORM
(Master's and Doctorate Degree Scholarships)
NAME OF APPLICANT
PERMANENT ADDRESS
CONTACT NUMBER
EMAIL
DATE OF BIRTH
CITIZENSHIP

OFFICIAL DESIGNATION
UNIT AND OFFICE
NO. OF YEARS IN CURRENT
POSITION
EMPLOYMENT STATUS
NO. OF YEARS AS
PERMANENT EMPLOYEE OF
THE AGENCY
DETAILS OF PROSPECTIVE STUDIES (maximum of 3)
NAME OF UNIVERSITY
AND ADDRESS

DEGREE PROGRAM
AND YEARS OF
STUDY

REQUIREMENTS
(TOEFL, IELTS, GRE)

1.
2.
3.

ATTACHMENTS:
• PERSONAL STATEMENT (not more than 1,500 WORDS)
• PERSONAL DATA SHEET (UPDATED)
DESCRIPTION OF TRACK OF STUDY / RESEARCH (per program)
ACCEPTANCE LETTERS (UPON AVAILABILITY)
RE-ENTRY ACTION PLAN FORM

ANNEX B
I.

LLM (Tier 1)
University

University College
London (UCL)

The London School
of Economics and
Political Sdence
(LSE)

King's College
London (KCL)

University of Liege
- Liege Competition
and Innovation
Institute

Brussels School of
Competition (BSC)

Freie Universitet (FU)
Berlin - Institute for
German and
European Business,
Competition and
Regulatory Law

Fordham University
School of Law

College of Europe

New York
University (NYU)
School of Law

Description
University College London offers an LL.M. specialism in
Competition Law. Courses cover topics including intellectual
property rights, how competition law is enforced in the EU, an
economic analysis of law and a comparative study of US
antitrust law and EU competition law. The Jevons Institute for
Competition Law and Economics at UCL provides a forum for
academics and practitioners to discuss how competition law is
applied, as well as policy and industry regulation.
The LL.M. in Competition, Innovation and Trade Law at the
London School of Economics focuses on recent trends in the
global economy. These include a general increase in
international trade, and the liberalization of what were
previously private sectors, but are now subject to competition
law. The LL.M. offers a global perspective, charting the
Intersection between competition law, innovation and trade
through courses on e-commerce, cyberlaw, EU state aid law,
among others.
Another program based in London is the LLM. in Competition
Law at King's College London. The program covers EU, UK, US
and other systems of competition law, regulatory policy and
practice, public procurement and intellectual property and the
media. KCL additionally offers an EU Competition Law research
program, and its faculty is keeping a close eye on the impact of
the Brexit referendum on competition law within the EU.
The University of Liege is home to the LL.M. in European
Competition and Intellectual Property Law. Based in Belgium,
the program offers proximity to Brussels and other key
European institutions, along with experienced academics and
practitioners on teaching staff. Offered as both an English
program or a bilingual English/French program, the LL.M. turns
out graduates with the practical skills required to practice
competition law in an international environment. The Liege
Competition & Innovation Institute is known for producing
leading research in competition and trade law.
The Brussels School of Competition produces research on
economics and competition law. It is also home to the LL.M. in
Competition Law and Economics, which Is designed to meet the
needs of practicing lawyers and executives who require an upto-date understanding of the competition issues they come up
against in their business. Located in the heart of Europe where
the European Commission convenes, Brussels is also home to
many of the legal firms that consult on competition law.
The Master of Business, Competition and Regulatory Law (MBL)
at Freie Universitat Berlin is the only postgraduate law program
at the university taught in English. It focuses on European
business and competition law, along with energy and
telecommunication law to cover the liberalization of certain
sectors. The Institute for German and European Business,
Competition and Regulatory Law is the home of the MBL.
Fordham University School of Law In New York does not offer
an LL.M. in Competition law, but for those who choose either
the Banking, Corporate and Finance Law or the International
Business and Trade LL.M., there are a range of electives
available on antitrust law. For over 40 years, Fordham's
Competition Law Institute has hosted the annual International
Antitrust Law and Policy Conference.
The College of Europe, located in Bruges, Belgium, offers a
Master of European law that includes teaching on competition
law in the EU. The bilingual English/French program covers
European law extensively, preparing students for careers In
European institutions, law firms and companies that deal with
competition law on a regular basis. The college's Global
Competition Law Centre is a discussion forum for academics,
practitioners and competition enforcement workers globally.
New York University School of Law's LL.M. in Competition,
Innovation and Information Law is taught by faculty working in
antitrust policy and intellectual property, and with significant
experience sin government or private competition law practice.
Students choose one of two focus areas: Antitrust and
Competition Policy, or Intellectual Property and Information
Law. The LL.M. provides an international perspective on how
these laws intersect in the global economy. Courses are offered
on law in diverse sectors including media, art, entertainment,
fashion, human rights, civil society, life sciences and sport.
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Location

Country

London

UK

London

UK

London

UK

Liege

Belgium

Brussels

Belgium

Berlin

Germany

New York City

New York

Bruges

Belgium

New York City

New York

Loyola University
Chicago School of
Law

Loyola University Chicago's LL.M. in Global Competition Law is
a part-time master program taught online. Courses cover the
regulatory, political and ethical aspects of competition law and
policy, as well as how it interacts with the economy.
Comparative antitrust law is taught, as well as more specific
Insight into both US and EU competition law. Loyola's Institute
for Consumer Antitrust Studies produces research on the
Impact of antitrust regulation on consumers and society, and
helps to shape policy issues.

Chicago

US

George Mason
University's Anto
nin
Scalia Law School

Antitrust laws directly impact the globalization of businesses
and the complexities of the international economy. Antitrust
lawyers must engage with rapidly changing regulations and
global issues The LLM in Global Antitrust Law & Economics
provides students with an advanced understanding of the laws
that regulate the process of business competition and the
economic analysis relevant to understanding modern antitrust
adjudication.

Taught and
Online LW

US

California

US

Oxford

UK

Nottingham

UK

Queen Mary
University of
London

The LLM in Competition Law programme offers you the
opportunity to study the application of competition law in
relation to different business phenomena, ranging from anticompetitive agreements and abusive dominance to mergers.
Competition law is an exciting and important area of law,
particularly internationally and across the EU. You will also
have an opportunity to explore the interface between
competition law and related areas such as intellectual property
rights and trade.

London

UK

University of
Amsterdam Amsterdam Law
School

European Competition Law and Regulation (International and
European Law)
The European Competition Law and Regulation track of the LLM
programme in International and European Law focuses on the
law and governance of economic regulation and competition in
the EU.

Amsterdam

Netherlands

University of
California, Berkeley
Law

The Program in Law and Economics provides an
interdisciplinary forum for scholarship in the fields of business
law, and law and economics. As one of the preeminent
institutions for the study of these fields on both the
undergraduate and graduate levels, Berkeley's program is
notable both for the depth of its faculty and the breadth of its
interdisciplinary scope. The program draws upon the expertise
of faculty from many disciplines, including the Schools of Law,
Public Policy, and Business; the College of Natural Resources,
the Departments of Economics and of Agricultural and Resource
Economics; and the Graduate Program in Jurisprudence and
Social Policy (JSP).
The program's curricular and workshop and/or seminar
offerings provide resources and opportunities for graduate
students from throughout campus and for visiting scholars from
around the world. The program also sponsors a working paper
series, which serves as a broad-ranging compendium of the
works of both resident scholars and visitors.
The University of Oxford Centre for Competition Law and Policy
(CCLP) provides a venue for scholars and practitioners to
exchange views on competition law and policy through its
Conferences Workshops, Discussion Forums and its Online
Papers and Materials Database.

University of
Oxford

Nottingham Law
School, Nottingham
Trent University

The CCLP hosts the yearly Antitrust Enforcement Symposium in
collaboration with the Journal of Antitrust Enforcement. The
CCLP is also home to the 'Guest Lecture Programme' where
leading practitioners and academics discuss recent issues of
competition law and policy. In addition, the Centre offers
training programmes for competition officials and operates a
voluntary programme on 'The Value of Competition'.
An increasingly globalised economy requires commercial law to
meet a wide variety of exciting challenges, from the
transactional to the regulatory, from shipping to finance, from
access to markets to dispute resolution. The LLM International
Commercial Law at the University of Nottingham reflects
international business in its diversity, innovation, and
contemporary relevance.
The School of Law boasts an impressive and internationallyrenowned team of international commercial lawyers, combining
established experts with exciting early-career scholars.
Published scholarship is extensive, with every member of the
academic staff engaged in high quality research. Current
Nottingham academics are authors of several major treatises
on international commercial law.
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University of
London

Specialisation In Competition law (LLM)
Specialising In Competition Law offers you the opportunity to
study the application of competition law and policy in the
context of the globalised economy. The programme's leader,
Professor Eyad Maher Dabbah, has considerable experience in
the field. Professor Dabbah Is a professor of competition law
and policy at Queen Mary University of London. lie has
published widely in the field of antitrust and competition and
acts as a special counsel and consultant to governments,
international organisation and business firms. As an
international expert, Professor Dabbah has developed courses
covering a wide range of topics for the programme, from anticompetitive agreements and collusion to merger control.

London

UK

University of
Melbourne

LLM (Global Competition and Consumer Law)
The LLM (Global Competition and Consumer Law) is one of only
a few courses in the world, that covers every major aspect of
the policy, law, economics and institutions in this field from
multiple perspectives: government, practitioner, business and
enforcement.

Melbourne

Australia

Norfolk

UK

Glasg ow

UK

Munich

DE

Munich

Germany

'

University of East
Anglia

University of
Glasgow

Munich Intellectual
Property Law
Center

TUM - Technical
University of
Munich TUM Technical
University of
Munich

The LLM International Commercial and Competition Law degree
is a unique interdisciplinary programme which examines the
issues concepts and principles that underpin the substantive
law, and promotes understanding of the economic, social and
political forces that continue to shape competition law
development. This degree also offers an optional Research
Methods Training component. Research methods training is
likely to be of particular interest to students who are
considering working in the following areas: Academic legal
research, including study for an advanced research degree,
such as an MPhil or PhD, Law reform bodies and legal pressure
groups, for example the Law Commission or Liberty,
International organisations with a policy research focus, such
as OECD, The World Bank.
INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION LAW el POLICY
International Competition Law & Policy provides you with the
opportunity to specialise in a vital area of law, which impacts
on commerce across the globe. The programme places the law
in Its economic and commercial context, through detailed
coverage of US and EU law, and extensive coverage of the law
in China, alongside references to other legal regimes and
examples.
Master of Laws in Intellectual Property and Competition Law
The Munich Intellectual Property Law Center's Master of Laws
programme is unique in its international and interdisciplinary
coverage of intellectual property (IP) and competition law. It
aims to provide a comprehensive and international education
by exhaustively treating European, US, and international IP
systems.
The MIPLC's modularised curriculum comprehensively discusses
patents, trademarks, copyright, designs, geographical
indications, etc., as well as competition law and related
economics/business aspects in a wide and varied range of
courses. Our International faculty from Europe, the US, and
Asia comprises professors from prestigious universities, senior
judges, IP experts of renowned corporations, and leading
researchers of the Max Planck Institute for Innovation and
Competition. Their impressive backgrounds guarantee
multifaceted discussions and allow for an understanding of
intellectual property in its broadest sense. The programme
covers both civil law and common law jurisdictions and thus
prepares graduates for operating effectively in any legal
environment.
Intellectual Property and Competition Law (Continuing
Education Program)
The LL.M. program in Intellectual Property and Competition Law
prepares graduates of law, engineering, sciences, business and
other areas for ambitious careers in an expanding sector of the
knowledge-based economy.
This one-year, English-language LL.M. program offers highly
interdisciplinary and international education for graduates of
law, engineering, sciences, business, and other areas. With its
focus on intellectual property and competition law, it prepares
professionals for ambitious careers in an expanding sector of
the knowledge-based economy. 32 students from a variety of
countries will come together for a year of Intensive study and
exchange. The program is fully accredited.
All students are required to take courses covering the range of
intellectual property (patents, trademarks, designs, copyright)
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and competition law, as well as complementary subjects. In
addition, they may choose from a wide variety of elective
modules, thereby focusing their studies according to their
professional and personal goals. All courses reflect the global
perspective of intellectual property law, as the program is not
confined to one jurisdiction only, but exhaustively covers
European, U.S. American, Japanese and international IP
protective systems as well as the economic aspects of
intellectual property.
LIM International Commercial Law with Competition Law and
Regulation
The LLM programme consists of 180 credits. Within the LIM
programme there are a taught element (140 credits) and a
Project (40 credits). Within the taught element there are three
core modules: LWMTAI Advanced Issues in International
Commercial Law (20 credits), LWMTPS Project Skills (10
credits), and LWMTPR Project (40 credits). Students must take
all the remaining credits (110) from the lists of pathway and
optional modules. Projects (LWMTPR) must be written on a
topic related to the chosen pathway.
Master's Program in Competition Law and Regulation (LL.M.)
Students enrolled In this master's program can combine Law
with Economics, thereby acquiring a unique specialization and
benefiting from being part of the two prestigious departments
that together form the School of Law and Economics.

University of
Reading

University of
Mannheim

University of Leiden

The Department of Economics has been awarded top spots in
national and international rankings thanks to its excellent
reputation for research and the quality of the courses it offers.
Research and teaching activity at the Department of Law is
clearly oriented towards business and economic law. The
department has received very good grades from the Centre for
Higher Education (CHE) in its current ranking. It did especially
well with regards to teaching, and achieved top scores In ten of
the 13 categories, including "overall study situation",
"organization of studies", "teacher support", and "career
orientation" (take a look at the rankings).
The master's program in Competition Law and Regulation is the
first of its kind in Germany. Even though other higher
education institutions have introduced master's programs in
these fields too, they are subject to a fee, offered on a parttime basis, and/or have a period of study of only one year.
European Law (LL.M.)
European Law is a one-year Master's specialisation at the
Internationally renowned Leiden Law School at Leiden
University. The programme distinguishes Itself by its broad
intra-disdplinary approach, covering Institutional, constitutional
as well as internal market and competition law of the EU in
addition to human rights from an EU perspective.

Stockholm
University

II.

Master of Laws (LL.M) in European Economic Law

Reading

UK

Mannheim

DE

Leiden

Netherlands

Stockholm

Sweden

Location

Country

MASTERS-FOCUSED (Tier 1)
University

Degree

Barcelona Graduate School of
Economics

Master Degree in Specialized Economic
Analysis awarded jointly with Universitet
Autanoma de Barcelona (UAB) and Universitet
Pompeu Fabra (UPF)

Barcelona

Spain

Tilburg University

MSc in Economics: Competition and
Regulation track

Tilburg

Netherlands

Maastricht University

Msc in Economics. Competition and
Regulation

Maastricht

Netherlands

Toulouse School of Economics

Master in Economics of Markets and
Organizations

Toulouse

France

University of Amsterdam

Masters in Business Economics: Competition
Law and Economics

Amsterdam

Netherlands
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University of Mannheim
University of East Anglia
Univeridad Carlos III of Madrid
Lancaster University
University of York
Australian National University
University of Melbourne

Masters Program in Competition Law and
Regulation (LL.M.)
MSc Competition Economics and Policy
Master in Industrial Economics and Markets
MSc in Economics
MSc in Economics
Master of Public Policy: Regulation: National
and International Regimes
Master of Global Competition and Consumer
Law or the Graduate Diploma (Global
Competition and Consumer Law).

Mannheim

Germany

Norwich
Madrid
Lancaster
York

England
Spain
England
England

Canberra

Australia

National Graduate Institute for
Policy Studies

Masters Program of Public Policy (MP2)

Tokyo

Japan

National University of
Singapore - Lee Kuan Yew
School of Public Policy

Master in Public Policy

Singapore

Singapore

Harvard Kennedy School

Master in Public Administration in
International Development

Cambridge

Massachusetts

Master in Public Policy

Georgetown

Washington,
D.C.

Canada

McCourt School of Public Policy,
Georgetown University
King's College London

Masters in Economics for Competition Law

Vancouver School of
Economics, University of British
Columbia

M.A. in Economics

Vancouver,
British
Columbia

London School of Economics

Master of Public Policy

London

London School of Economics

MSc Regulation

London

Australian National University

Master of Applied Economics

Canberra

III.

United
Kingdom
United
Kingdom
Australia

PhD PROGRAMS -10 FOCUSED (Tier 1)
Location

Country

Toulouse

France

DOsseldort

Germany

British Columbia

Canada

Boston University School of Economics

Boston

US

University of East Anglia

Norwich

England

University of Mannheim

Mannheim

Germany

University of Warwick

Coventry

England

Vancouver, British
Columbia

Canada

Bologna

Italy

University
Toulouse School of Economics, University of Toulouse
Dusseldorf Institute for Competition Economics
Vancouver School of Economics, University of British
Columbia

University of British Columbia
University of Bologna
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ANNEX C

REAP Form
The Re-entry Action Plan (REAP)9 is a document that presents an applicant's proposal to transfer
what he/she learned from the Government Staff Development Program for Competition (GSDPC)
Scholarship Program. The REAP describes an output/s that the applicant believes will improve the
services or performance of the Host Organisation in the core functional areas of competition law and
policy. This is intended to ultimately help or contribute to the achievement of the goals and outcomes
of the Capacity Building to Foster Competition Project of the Philippine Competition Commission
and Chapter 16 of the Philippine Development Plan 2017-2022.
I.

RELEVANCE OF THE REAP PROJECT. The REAP should clearly and
succinctly explain how the delivery of the proposed output or outputs will impro‘ c
the services or performance of the Host Organization and ultimately help or
contribute to the achievement of the goals identified in the Capacity Building to
Foster Competition Project and Chapter 16 of the Philippine Development Plan
1017-201n.

REAP Title

The title should give the reader a good idea of the nature of the
REAP

REAP Objective

The objective must be SMART-Specific, measurable, attainable,
result-oriented and with timejkame

Name of Sending Agency

What is the name of the agency where your REAP Project will be
implemented (your own organisation)?

Description of the
organisation and relation
to REAP

How can your relationship / connectedness with the Host
Organisation help you in completely implementing your REAP?
(200 words)

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Problem / Opportunity

What problem is your REAP Project hoping to address, or what
emerging opportunity is your REAP project hoping to leverage
on? Cite specific examples, cases and/or reports to support your
belief that this problem or opportunity really exists, is critical, or
is widely accepted as a valid problem or emerging opportunity.
You should articulate how this problem or emerging opportunity
is anchored on the situation of the Host Organisation or the
goals of the Capacity Building to Foster Competition Project
(500 words)

BENEFICIARIES

Direct Beneficiary

Women and
disadvantaged groups

9

Who will directly benefit from the implementation of your REAP
Project? How many target beneficiaries does your REAP Project
have? How will your REAP Project help your target
beneficiaries? You should clearly and logically explain how your
REAP Project will help your target beneficiaries.
(200 words)
How are women and marginalised groups, such as persons with
disabilities (PWDs) and indigenous people (IPs), be benefitted
by the implementation ofyour REAP Project?
(200 words)

Adapted from the Australia Awards Scholarship Program REAP form.

Development impact

II.

How will your REAP Project contribute to the achievement of the
goals set in the Philippine Development Plan, particularly
Chapter 16 of the PDP? (200 words)

SUSTAINABILITY OF THE ORGANISATIONAL. OUTCOME OF THE
REAP. The REAP Project should produce an outpuVs that will help the Host
Organization improve their services or performance in the core functional areas of
competition law and policy. These improvements are the outcome/s of your REAP
Project. You should therefore clearly articulate how these improvements will be
sustained after the completion of the project. (TIP: Based on our survey, the
following factors ensure the effective implementation of REAP Projects: the goals
of the REAP Project should align with the goals of the Host Organization and the
Philippine Competition Commission and the Host Organization is committed to the
completion and full implementation of your REAP Project.)

Organizational Outcome

Identify at least one outcome ofyour REAP Project. How will
your REAP project address the problem or leverage on the
emerging opportunities you cited?
(200 words)

Sustainability

What is your strategy to ensure that the gains of the project will
be institutionalized and sustained beyond the REAP Project
implementation timeline?
(200 words)

Outut
p

What ougnies will your REAP Project produce? How will these
outputs contribute to achieving the organizational outcomeis you
have identified?
(200 words)

Ill. EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFIC I I. \ CV OF THE REAP PROJECT. The REAP
Project should be filly implemented within two years from when a scholar returns
from his/her studies. The applicant should clearly and succinctly explain how he/
she will implement the REAP within the required timeframe and budget.

Alignment of Competencies

Measurability

What competencies do you hope to improve or gain from
your education abroad? How will your proposed program
of study help provide these competencies? You must clearly
and succinctly articulate the importance ofyour proposed
program of study to providing the competencies you need to
implement your REAP Project.
(200 words)
How will you track the progress of the implementation of
your REAP Project? What are your milestones? Divide your
REAP Project activities and timeline into four (4)
milestones: 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%.
(200 words)

Action Steps (Predictive
and Influenceable)

Expected Output

Timeline

25%

<<add rows if necessary>>

<<add rows if necessary>>

<<add rows if necessary>>
loon,.

<<add rows if necessary>>
Resources

REAP Start Date and End Date

Estimate the budget you require to successfully implement
your REAR In spite ofyour other personal, social or
professional commitments you may have then. Include your
strategy for accessing the necessary financial support.
(200 worth)

Indicate the start date for the implementation of the REAP

Signed by:

Signed by:

Name of Awardee

Head of Office or Designated
Representative
(Printed name over signature)

